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1. Introduction 
Let M denote an (n + 2) -manifold and G an upper semicontinuous decomposition 
of M into closed n-manifolds. The main result here (Theorem 3.12) establishes that 
the decomposition space M/G is a 2-manifold with boundary. 
The influence of R.H. Bing should be visible throughout this paper, although the 
sort of decomposition under consideration is unlike any he ever studied. Still, the 
issue addressed exhibits and, one likes to believe, sustains the spirit in which he 
attacked decomposition problems. Given a USC decomposition of a manifold into 
nice subsets, he stressed that it should be possible to derive conclusions about the 
topological nature of the decomposition space. 
The main result raises what is known about upper semicontinuous decompositions 
into codimension two submanifolds to exactly the same level as what is known 
about decompositions into codimension one submanifolds: if G is an upper semicon- 
tinuous decomposition of an (n + 1)-manifold M into continua having the shape 
of closed n-manifolds, then M/G is a l-manifold with boundary [4]. However, the 
manifold features of such decomposition spaces do not persist as the decomposition 
elements take on successively larger codimensions. If G is an upper semicontinuous 
decomposition of a manifold M into codimension 3 submanifolds (even into 
orientable ones), M/G need not be a 3-manifold, nor even a generalized 3-manifold. 
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In an earlier paper [6] Walsh and the author proved that in case M and the 
elements of G are orientable (up to shape), then the decomposition space M/G is 
a 2-manifold; in addition, even when M fails to be orientable, M/G is still a 
2-manifold with boundary (possibly empty, of course). However, the techniques 
employed there provide only limited information in case the elements of G have 
the shape of non-orientable manifolds. 
The paper at hand is very much the sequel to [6], which the reader is encouraged 
to see for a broader overview of the subject and for relevant examples and which, 
indeed, the reader must see for some proofs of technical results needed here. The 
tactics for the task at hand are to analyse M/G with the aid, naturally enough, of 
a mod 2 version of the winding function defined locally there, the integral form of 
which was introduced by Coram and Duvall [2,3] and was exploited in [6]. The 
stiffest impediment to the analysis is the degeneracy set K of such winding functions. 
Potentially K is larger than the corresponding set K* encountered in the setting of 
[6]; while K* was shown to be locally finite, here K splits into two pieces, a locally 
finite part like K* and a second part that turns out to be the boundary of the 
resulting 2-manifold. Ultimately the argument takes on a highly point-set theoretic 
cast, resting on classical characterizations of 2-manifolds and, in particular, upon 
Zippin’s characterization of the 2-cell [9]. 
While this does represent a sequel to [6], it also can be used to streamline the 
forerunner. Modulo its dependence on [6] for certain technical matters, it very 
efficiently supplants the lengthy analysis there of the structure of the decomposition 
space M/ G. The matter becomes drastically simplified upon knowing that M/G is 
a 2-manifold with boundary, leaving only the problem of proving the boundary to 
be empty. 
About the terminology employed, it should be emphasized that an n-manifold is 
a separable metric space modelled on Euclidean n-space and thus has no boundary. 
When boundary is to be permitted, we shall say so explicitly and refer to a space 
as an n-manifold with boundary, meaning a separable metric space modelled on the 
n-cell. 
The phrase ‘upper semicontinuous’ will be abbreviated as ‘USC’. The symbol = 
will be used to mean ‘is isomorphic to’. All homology and cohomology groups used 
herein are computed with 2, (=2/22) coefficients. 
2. The winding function and its continuity set 
Throughout the remainder of this paper we shall employ the following notation: 
M, for an (n + 2) -manifold, n > 2; G, for a USC decomposition of M into compact, 
connected elements, each having the shape of a closed n-manifold; B, for the 
associated decomposition space M/G; and p, for the decomposition map M + B. 
We begin with the mod 2 version of the Coram-Duvall local winding number 
function. Temporarily fix b E B. Since g, = p-lb is movable, there exist connected 
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neighborhoods U and U, of b in B such that b E U, c U and (the inclusion-induced) 
&,: Ij,(p-‘b) + H,,( p-l U) 
(recall: all homology groups are computed over 2,) is an isomorphism onto the 
image of 
4: H,(pPIUo)+H,(pP’U). 
For any c E U,, the image of 
&: ti~(p-‘c)‘H,(p-‘u) 
is contained in Im 4. Hence, 
&,+,l: ri,(p-‘c)+ ti,,(p-‘b) 
is a well-defined homomorphism between copies of Z,, meaning that it amounts to 
ring multiplication by some qc E Z,. Define the winding function (Yb : U,+ Z, by 
ah(c) = qc. 
Let K denote the set of all points b in B such that every neighborhood W of B 
contains some point w for which (Yb( w) = 0. The set K, called the degeneracy set 
of G, is a troublesome spot, where the local structure of B is far from transparent. 
By definition, K is closed in B. Furthermore: 
Lemma 2.1. K is nowhere dense in B. 
Proof. See either the proof of [3, Lemma 3.11 or [5, Theorem 2.101. 0 
Let C = B - K. Assume that b E B mentioned earlier lies in C and that the 
neighborhood U, mentioned there satisfies U, c C and, for all c E U,, 
lm[~,(p~‘b)+H,(p~‘U)]=lm[H,(p~‘UO)+H1(p~’U)], 
Irn[gn(p-‘c)+H,(p-‘U)]=Im[&(p-‘b)+H,,(p-’U)]. 
Certainly then (Yb( U,,) = 1 E Z,, implying that ab is continuous on U,,, and one can 
regard C as the continuity set of the local winding functions. 
We shall briefly recount the relevant facts established in [6] leading to the 
conclusion that C is a 2-manifold. 
Lemma 2.2. For any arc A in U,, , 
(i) fi”+‘(p-‘A) = 0, 
(ii) for x E A, the indusion-induced i* : fin (p_lA) + fin( p-lx) is sujectiue, and 
(iii) for x, YEA, kernel[ A”( p-' A) + H” (p-lx)] = kernel[ a”( p-IA) + 
wP-‘YH. 
Lemma 2.3. Neither a point nor an arc in U, separates U, but every simple closed 
curve there does separate U,. 
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With slightly different notation, dictated by the ease with which the continuity 
set C crops up in the situation at hand, the above are established (for Z-coefficients) 
as Lemmas 2.2 and 2.3 of [6]. For suggestions regarding the proof, look ahead at 
Lemma 3.2. 
Theorem 2.4. 7’he space C is a 2-manifold. 
Proof. Lemma 2.3 and [S, p.951 combine to indicate that locally (on U,) C is a 
2-manifold. 0 
3. The structure of the decomposition space 
At this point we turn to the potentially more complicated set K = B - C. As usual 
in this subject, we represent K as K = K, u KZ, where K2 is countable and where 
Kr is closed in K and dense-in-itself. Here 
K2 = {k E K 1 some neighborhood of k in K is countable} 
and 
Kl=K-Kz. 
Proposition 3.1. C v K2 is a 2-manifold. 
Proof. The argument for Lemma 2.3 shows that each kg K2 has a connected 
neighborhood U, in B - K1 such that every simple closed curve in U, A C separates 
U, n C. Hence, U,, n C is homeomorphic to the complement in S* of some closed, 
O-dimensional set, and this homeomorphism of UOn C into S* can be extended, 
preserving ends, to one from U, onto an open subset of S*. Cl 
Consider b E K, . Henceforth we shall assume the neighborhoods U and U, of b 
mentioned in Section 2 satisfy 
An effective means for detecting separation algebraically is set forth in the 
following. 
Lemma 3.2. Let b E K, and let U, be a neighborhood of b as above. Then b has a 
connected neighborhood W, c U, such that every compactum X in W, - {b} with 
fi”+‘( p-lx) # 0 separates B, and one component of B -X contains B - U,. 
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Proof. Choose a continuum Q separating b from B - U,, in B, let W, denote the 
component of U, - Q containing b, and consider any compacturn X in W,- {b}. 
In the long exact sequence 
* * ~~H,(p~‘(W,-X))~H,(p-‘W,)~H,(p~‘W,,p~’(Wo-X)) 
+fi&‘( w,-X))+O 
the homomorphism cp is onto, since b E WO- X, and H,(p-’ W,, p-‘( W,- X)) = 
fi”+‘(p-‘X) by duality [7, p.2961. The nontriviality of the latter implies p-lx 
separates p-’ W,, which, in turn, implies X separates both W,, and B. The component 
of B -X containing Q includes all of B - U,. 0 
We say that an arc A in B (or a subset thereof) spans X = B provided An X = aA. 
Arcs that span K1 are particularly tractable because by Proposition 3.1 their interiors 
lie in a 2-manifold. A good deal of future analysis will proceed by reduction of 
separation properties in B to corresponding separation properties in the more visible 
2-manifold C u K,. 
Eventually we will show each b E K, to have a neighborhood W, for which every 
arc in W, and spanning K separates B. To build up to this, we identify a large 
subset of K, where this is true. By [3, Lemma 3.11 or [5, Theorem 2.101, K, contains 
a dense open subset L such that (Y, 1 L is continuous at x, for all x E L. 
Lemma-3.3. Let b E L c K, and let U, be a neighborhood of b as above. Then there 
exist a connected neighborhood W, = U, and a component Y of W, - K, such that 
every arc A in Cl Y spanning L separates B into two components, one of which is 
contained in Un. 
Proof. Restrict U,, if necessary, so that U,,n K, c L and (Ye 1 U,,n K, is continuous. 
The neighborhood W, is the one promised in Lemma 3.2, and the designated 
component Y of WI - K, is any one containing a point c such that (Y~( c) = 0. The 
continuity of (Yb 1 U,, n K, implies that, for each neighborhood W, of an arbitrary 
x E L, there is some point c’ in W, n Y for which a,( c’) = 0. 
If A is an arc in Cl Y spanning K,, then by the proof of [6, Lemma 2.51 
fi”+‘( p-IA) = 2,. The crucial step is a Mayer-Vietoris argument for a triple 
(A, AI, AJ involving subarcs A, and A2 into which A is split and having just an 
endpoint e in common. By choice of Y both homomorphisms (j = 1,2) 
A”( p-IA,) + I?“( p-‘e) 
are trivial. If, in addition, b cz A, then Lemma 3.2 ensures that A separates B. One 
can see why every arc A* spanning K, and separating B separates into exactly two 
pieces by looking at the 2-manifold C, which Int A* separates into no more than 
two pieces. 
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There are two ways to deal with the case where b E A. The first comes about by 
inserting the additional information that (Yb 1 L is continuous into the proof of Lemma 
3.2, to establish as before that A separates B as required. The second is more 
geometric. Suppose A does not separate B. Build arcs R, and R2 in U, such that 
for the continuum Q of Lemma 3.2 used to prescribe W, and for j = 1,2 
where Int R,, Int R2 locally lie on opposite sides of Int A in C. Build an arc A’ in 
W, very near b that joins some b’ from K, - { 6) to Int A in W, - (R, u R,), with 
A’ n (Au K) = aA’. Let A* denote the subarc of A’u A from aA’ - {b} to b’. By 
what was established in the preceding paragraph, A* separates B, but the connected 
set (Q u RI u R,) -A runs from one side of Int A in the 2-manifold C to the other, 
a contradiction q 
For speedy reference we call a neighborhood W, of b as in Lemma 3.3 a preferred 
neighborhood. 
Lemma 3.4. K, does not separate any preferred neighborhood W,. 
Proof. Suppose otherwise. Then some W, - K, can be expressed as the disjoint 
union of open sets 2 and Y. Let H denote a component of W,-Cl Y. 
At the outset consider the case where some open subset of D = W, n Cl Y n Cl H 
is arcwise accessible from Y. Choose some d E D having a preferred neighborhood 
W, in W,, with each point of W, n D arcwise accessible from Y. The idea is to 
devise an arc A in W, spanning K, and including points of D from both components 
of W, -A, for then the connected set H u (D -8A) will contain points from the 
two components of W, -A, an impossibility. It is easy enough to find an arc A’ in 
Cl Y spanning Ki; if only one component of W, -A’ contains points of D, then 
simply run a second arc A” from a point a’ of Int A’ to another point of D, where 
A” n A’ = {a’} and A” n Y = Int A”u {a’}, and locate the desired arc A in A’u A”. 
In the general case the idea is virtually the same-devise an appropriate spanning 
arc A. Choose distinct points d, d’ from D. Name a small neighborhood U, c W, 
of d such that d’ FT U,, and then identify a preferred neighborhood W, of d in U,. 
Since the points of Fr Y arcwise accessible from Y are dense in Fr Y, W, contains 
an arc A’ such that A’n Y = Int A’. If the small component of B-A’ contains no 
point of D (the large component includes d’), modify A’ as before to force this 
containment. The same contradiction arises and yields that W, - K, is connected. q 
Corollary 3.5. Each point of L is arcwise accessible from C. 
Proof. By Lemma 3.4, applied locally, K, n V separates no connected open neigh- 
borhood V of b E L in W,. As a result, C is 0-1~ (locally O-connected) at each point 
of L, and the Corollary is an immediate consequence. c3 
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Lemma 3.6. L has no degenerate component. 
Proof. Suppose to the contrary that some singleton {b,} is a component of L. 
Construct an arc A in a preferred neighborhood W, of b, satisfying 
(1) A spans L, and 
(2) the endpoints of A lie in distinct components X, , X2 of L n W,. 
Determine a compacturn T in W, such that Xi c T c U,- X2 and T n C is a 
2-manifold with compact boundary, whose boundary lies in C. The topological 
boundary of T relative to B coincides with a( T n C), denoted simply as aT, and 
the two ends of aA lie in different components of C -a T. After adjusting to make 
3T meet Int A transversely, we can exploit the fact that each simple closed curve 
in W,n C separates to show some component of aT -A joins one side of Int A 
(which necessarily is 2-sided in C) to the other. This indicates that Int A does not 
separate C. On the other hand, A separates B by Lemmas 3.3 and 3.4, so Int A 
must separate C, which provides the desired contradiction. 0 
This proof yields the stronger: 
Addendum to Lemma 3.6. No component of L is contained in a preferred neighborhood 
WO. 
Lemma 3.1. Let W, be a preferred neighborhood of bOE L. Then for any arc A in W, 
spanning K1 and for either endpoint e of aA, each component of B -A includes points 
from the component of K1 containing e. 
Proof. Let P be a component of W,- A. (Note: P # W,- A). Double (P n C) u 
Int A along Int A, forming a 2-manifold N. Every simple closed curve in N separates 
N, essentially because the same is true of curves in P n C c W,. As in the proof of 
Proposition 3.1, the endpoint compactification of N is S’. If no point from the 
component of L containing e belonged to P, then the closure in S2 of the set 
corresponding to Int A would be an arc separating S*, which of course cannot 
happen. 0 
Lemma 3.8. L is locally connected. 
Proof. Consider an arbitrary component X, of L and point b, E X1. It suffices to 
find a neighborhood V of b, with V n L c X1. 
First examine a preferred neighborhood W,, of b,. If W,n K, is not contained 
in Xi, the plan is to obtain an arc A* in W, spanning L with bO located in the small 
component V* of B - A*. Once that is done, we will set V = V* - X2. Then V n 
K, c X1, because any other component of K1 intersecting V would necessarily be 
contained in V* c W,, which is impossible by the Addendum to Lemma 3.6. 
In order to produce such an arc A*, invoke Corollary 3.5 to determine an arc A” 
in W, spanning L whose boundary consists of b,, and a point from L-X,. Use 
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Lemma 3.7 to choose a point k’ in X1 belonging to the small component of B -A”. 
Construct another arc A’ in W, near bO such that A’ n A” is an endpoint of A’, 
k’ E 8A’ (it is enough that some point of X, near k’ belongs to A’), and A’ - {k’} = A’ n 
C. The subarc of the triod A’u A” connecting aA”- to k’ serves as the desired 
arc A*. q 
Lemma 3.9. Each point b, of L separates suficiently small, connected, open pieces of 
L into exactly two components. 
Proof. Let W, be a preferred neighborhood of b,. Name another neighborhood 
W, c W, of b, such that w, n K, is a connected subset of L. 
The initial step consists of proving each x E S = WI n K, separates S. Towards 
that end, construct an arc A in W, spanning K, with x E 8A and aA n (K, - S) # 0. 
By Lemma 3.7, A separates B in a fashion insuring that x separates S as well. 
The decisive step consists of proving each x E S separates S into exactly two 
pieces. Suppose that S -{x} has at least three components T,, T,, T3. Choose a 
small connected neighborhood W, of s in W, such that some continuum in W, - W, 
meets points of TI, T2, and T3. In a still smaller neighborhood determine an arc 
A, spanning Ki whose endpoints miss, say, T, and for which x lies in the small 
component of W, -A,. Do this by first constructing a spanning arc R, with x as 
an endpoint and then finding arcs R’ and R” meeting R, in a common point 
z E Int R,, where z is an endpoint of both R’, R” and where R’n K,, R”n K, is 
the other endpoint, such that, moreover, Int R’ and Int R” lie in different parts of 
B - R,. The desired arc A, is a subarc of R’u R, u R”. This is impossible, however, 
because the connected set TI , which has x as a limit point, reveals x cannot belong 
to the small component of B-A, in W,. Therefore, S-(x} has exactly two com- 
ponents. 0 
Proposition 3.10. C u K, u L is a 2-manifold having L as its boundary. 
Proof. By Lemmas 3.8 and 3.9 each bO in L has a noncompact, connected neighbor- 
hood V in L, every point of which separates V into two components. Any locally 
connected, locally compact metric space V having such properties is topologicaIly 
the real line. Hence, L is a l-manifold. 
Using the above, find an arc E in V containing bO in its interior, and using 
Corollary 3.5 complete E to a simple closed curve J in some preferred neighborhood 
W, of b,, for which J n L = E. Let D denote the closure of the small component of 
B- (J-Int E). Then D 1 E, and it suffices to show D is a 2-cell. 
According to a characterization of Zippin [9], D is a 2-cell with boundary J 
provided it is a Peano continuum, D contains an arc R spanning J, and every arc 
in D spanning J irreducibly separates D. That D is a Peano continuum follows 
because it is a retract of B (the frontier of D in B is the arc J - Int E). The existence 
of some arc spanning J is obvious. Finally, an ad hoc variation to Lemma 3.3 proves 
that all arcs spanning J irreducibly separate D. El 
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Now much of what was done heretofore in this section can be repeated. 
Lemma 3.11. Let b E K, and let LJ,, be a neighborhood of b as stated prior to Lemma 
3.2. Then there exist a connected neighborhood W, c U, and a component Y of W, - K, 
such that every arc A in Cl Y spanning K, separates B into two components, one of 
which is contained in U,. 
Proof. Lemma 3.3 has established this for all points b from a dense open subset L 
of K,. Choose a maximal open subset 0 1 L of K, for which this result holds. 
Note that then, by the argument just completed, C u K2 u 0 is a 2-manifold with 
boundary 0. 
Assume F = K, - 0 is nonvoid. Express F as F, u F,, where F2 is countable and 
where F, is closed in B and dense-in-itself. 
Case I: FI f 0. Find an open subset L’ of F1 such that each LY, 1 L’ (x E L’) is 
continuous at x. Reapply the argument of Lemma 3.3 to find a neighborhood W, 
of b E L’ in U,_, and a component Y of W, - K1 such that any arc A’ in Cl Y spanning 
L’ separates B. The claim is that every arc A in Cl Y spanning K, must separate. 
The nontriviality of A”+‘( p-‘A) furnishes th e k ey. The justification is based on the 
observation that, if R is an arc Cl Y with R n K, an endpoint e of R, then for each 
x E R -{e}, I?“( p-‘R) -+ I?“( p-lx) is the trivial homomorphism. When e E L’ this 
follows, as usual, from the choice of component Y; when e E 0 it follows since 
what characterizes the boundary 0 of C u K2 u 0 is having small arcs there spanning 
0 separate C u K2 u 0, and since this property implies triviality of a”( p-‘R) + 
I?“( p-lx) in the setting above. The earlier proof of Lemma 3.3 disposes of this case. 
Case 2: F2 # 0. Select an isolated point b from F2. For the standard sort of 
neighborhood W, of b, any arc A in W, - {b} would have to separate, by a 
cohomological analysis as above, and the same would hold even when b E A by an 
argument like the geometric one given to finish off Lemma 3.3. q 
Recycling previous work, the arguments from Lemma 3.3 through the end of 
Proposition 3.10, gives the main result in this section. 
Theorem 3.12. B is a 2-manifold having K, as its boundary. 
4. Local finiteness of K2 and the behavior of the local winding functions on K, 
Here we point out certain local finiteness features of parts of K. 
Proposition 4.1. K2 is a locally finite subset of B. 
Proof. If not, we could find a limit point k E K of K,, a neighborhood W, of k as 
in Lemma 3.11, and an arc A in W,, spanning K such that An K2 Z 0. By Lemma 
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3.11 together with the consequence of Theorem 3.12 that K, separates no connected 
open subset of B, A separates B. This is impossible, because A A (K2 u C) is 
topologically an arc or a ray, neither of which separates the 2-manifold ( K2 u C). q 
Proposition 4.2. The set of points b in K, for which the local winding function ffb 1 K1 
fails to be continuous at b is locally$nite. 
Proof. According to [3, Lemma 3.11 or [5, Theorem 2.101, the set of points b’E K1 
at which some (Yb 1 K, is continuous (and, therefore, at which every (Yb 1 K1 whose 
domain includes b’ is continuous) forms an open, dense subset of K1. Its complement 
K(K,) is locally finite, for by an argument like that of Lemma 3.4 (cf. the proof of 
Proposition 4.3 below for further detail), a sufficiently small arc in K, intersecting 
K(K,) in (precisely) its endpoints would separate B, which Theorem 3.12 demon- 
strates cannot occur. IX! 
By way of application we have the following generalization of [6, Corollary 3.111. 
Proposition 4.3. There is no USC decomposition of E “+’ into continua having the shape 
of closed n-manifolds. 
Proof. If there were, the decomposition space B would be either E2 or 
the only homologically trivial (see [l]), one-ended 2-manifolds with boundary. The 
proof of Corollary 3.11 in [6] indicates why it cannot be E2, so we focus on the 
other possibility. 
First, observe that the set K(K,) described in Proposition 4.2 contains at most 
one point. Otherwise K, would contain an arc A spanning K(K,). In that case 
an argument similar to [6, Lemma 3.41 establishes a”+‘( p-IA) # 0, and implies 
p-IA separates En+2, which leads to the obvious impossibility that A c K, = 8B 
separates B. 
Next, note that K = K,. If not, some arc A* in B spanning K and joining K2 to 
K, would separate B (because, as above, fiFj”+‘(p-‘A*) f 0). 
Finally, single out a special reference point b0 E K. Here either b, E K (K,), if the 
latter is nonvoid, or else b,,E K = K, is arbitrary. Then a two-step proof like that 
given for [6, Lemma 2.31 shows 
H”(E”+2)+Z?(p-1K)-+lj”(p-‘b,) 
to be surjective, which is preposterous. Hence, no such decomposition exists. 0 
We conclude with an example illustrating the sharpness of Proposition 4.2. 
Example 4.4. a USC decomposition G of an (n +2)-manifold M (n 2 2) into 
codimension two submanifolds such that some local winding function ab 1 K1 is 
discontinuous at b E K, _ 
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Take any closed n-manifold N admitting a decomposition GN into closed 
(n - I)-manifolds such that N/GN is an interval (for instance, N the double of 
any twisted I-bundle). Let M = N x E2. The special element of G (above b) is 
N x (0). With A4 - (N x (0)) expressed as N x S’ x E’, the remaining members of 
G are the sets g’ x S’ x {t}, g’ E GN and t E E’. 
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